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Linux kernel local root vulnerability (ia64 and
amd64 ia32 compat.)

About the Linux kernel: 
The Linux kernel is a widely used kernel which is unix based.

Vulnerability summary: 
ia32 compatibility for the ia64 and amd64 platform has compatibility
code for the execve() systemcall. A race condition was found within this
systemcall. As will be shown by a code snippet this race condition leads
to a buffer overflow. 

static int nargs (unsigned int arg, char **ap) {
unsigned int addr;
int n=0, err;
...
do {

err = get_user(addr, (unsigned int *)A(arg));
...
if (ap)

*ap++ = (char *) A(addr);
arg += sizeof(unsigned int);
n++;
...

} while (addr);
return n - 1;

}

asmlinkage long sys32_execve (char *filename, unsigned int argv, 
unsigned int envp, int dummy3, int dummy4, int dummy5, int dummy6, 
int dummy7, int stack) {
struct pt_regs *regs = (struct pt_regs *)&stack;
unsigned long old_map_base, old_task_size, tssd;
char **av, **ae;
int na, ne, len;
long r;

na = nargs(argv, NULL);
...
ne = nargs(envp, NULL);
...
av = kmalloc( (na+ne+2) * sizeof(*av) , GFP_KERNEL);
...
ae = av + na + 1;
av[na] = NULL;
ae[ne] = NULL;
r = nargs(argv, av);
...
r = nargs(envp, ae);
...



As seen, the nargs() function is used to count the number of pointer
there are in userland. Then a kmalloc() is done, and the nargs()
functions is used again to copy the arguments from userland to kernel
allocated space. A buffer overflow exists if a concurrent thread changes
the pointer array after the count was done, but before the pointers get
copied into a kernel allocated buffer.

For uniprocessor machines there is a race condition because both
kmalloc() and get_user() can block. On multiprocessor machines
kmalloc() or get_user() don't even need to block, because a change to
the pointer array can be done in parallel. 

Impact: 
When properly exploited this yields local root. 

Affected versions: 
This vulnerability affects all 2.4.x kernels up until 2.4.31. All versions of
the 2.6.x kernel are affected up until 2.6.6. Only ia64 and amd64
machines with ia32 compatibility in the kernel are affected.

Suggested Recommendations: 
If you are affected by this vulnerability you should update your kernel
as soon as possible. 

Credits: 
Ilja van Sprundel found this vulnerability. 
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